
$12,365 - 525 Olive 1909, HILLCREST
MLS® #240007816

$12,365
2 Bedroom, 2.00 Bathroom, 1,507 sqft
Rental

Bankers Hills, HILLCREST, CA

The residences at 525 Olive surround you with
unparalleled views of park, sky, and bay.
Inside, the well appointed interiors offer an
elegant, beautiful refuge with
designer-selected finishes and appliances that
creates an elevated living experience.  You've
never seen views like this.  It's just incredible!  
MODERN LIVING. NATURALLY.  525 Olive is
rising above Balboa Park and is the highest
residential address in the city, with
unparalleled views spanning every horizon.
These stunning perspectives are matched by
equally impressive interiors and amenities,
with bespoke design and curated spaces by
architect Joseph Wong and the renowned
studio of Jules Wilson. All of this, in a
park-side setting that gives you doorstep
access to Balboa Park with downtown San
Diego just a few blocks away.  Photos reflect
general photos of the model units in the
building and may not necessarily be the exact
unit listed

Built in 2022

Additional Information

City HILLCREST

County San Diego

Zip 92103

MLS® # 240007816

Bedrooms 2

Bathrooms 2



Square Ft 1,507

Neighborhood MISSION HILLS (92103)
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